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Inquiry into the Government’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
It is clear to every person of intelligence, that the Governments of Australia are waiting for a vaccine to be
released before our freedoms are restored. The threats of holding a person's liberty in exchange for untested,
risky medical procedures such as vaccinations; strikes at the core of free society and democracy. When Mr
Scott Morrison said we will make the vaccine as "mandatory as possible", then to be followed with reports
of the use of financial coercion to force people into medical procedures. I became enraged that any person
elected to serve me, would think they have the right to force themselves upon me. I was raped as a child, and
the feeling that some person will attempt to penetrate me again in my adulthood, and inject their vile vaccine
goo into me against my will. GOD DAMN YOU FOREVER.
I am not an anti vaxer. I simply believe that any vaccine will take at least 5 years for it to be proven safe or
not safe. And attempting to mandate forced medical procedures upon people is no way to go. The use of
coercion by threatening financial repercussions or the limitation of travel etc. Again no way to go.
Given all the above. 15th March 2020. PM Scott Morrison. We need to bend the cure. We need to take care
of our elderly and vulnerable. The CV19 virus will be no more than a mild flu for most people.
Please take care of the vulnerable. But let everyone else get back to work. The economy has been destroyed
not by a virus, but by ill advised governments.
And GoD please. PM. Can you please restore democracy in Victoria. Dan Andrews is clearly a Communist
and has totally written away the words "for we are young and free"... the SECCESSION OF VICTORIA
FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA IS IN PROGRESS UNDER THE COMMUNIST
LABOR PM DAN ANDREWS.
Ps. I am not sure what is allowed or not allowed in parliament. So I allow you the good grace to edit any part
out that may or may not be allowed. As long as the main intention of what I have pointed to is expressed.
Thanks for allowing this message to be seen and heard .
Humbly with compassion
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
If you want me to come and speak I will. I present good and well.
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